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» Key features

∗ Harvard Business Review: Data Scientist: The Sexiest
Job of the 21st Century

DS Data Science is the field working with Big Data using
cutting-edge methods and toolbox to:

∗ uncover hidden patterns
∗ glean valuable information
∗ support business decision-making
∗ learning from data to make prediction

Hybrid interdisciplinary + teaching mode
Mix Statistics + Machine Learning + Python + Mathematics

Teaching mode ∗ lecture slides/note
∗ real time Python programming in colab (Jupyter notebook)
∗ InClass practice
∗ real time competitions in Kaggle
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» Basic information

Q: How is your course situated in the major curriculum?
A: (i) STAT1013 is a required course for BSc in Statistics.

Q: Class size? Background of students?
A: Up to Jan 8: enroll/capacity = 69/100
A: Statistics + Science + Risk Management Science + Physics
+ Quantitative Finance + Computer Science + others

Q: Main content of the course:
∗ Python in Statistics
∗ Data Visualization
∗ A/B test
∗ Machine Learning Methods

More info Homepage + Colab
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» Grading distribution

∗ I will NOT write a recommendation letter (for Graduate
Application) for this level-1 course...
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» My suggestion

∗ practice by yourself
∗ enjoy debugging: most coding experiences are from that
∗ independent: 99.9% bugs can be solved by Google
∗ bad example. Just look at the code, but never
practice/implement on your own

→ You must have a laptop (can borrow from the
department)
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» Preparation
Toolbox we will use:
Python Python is the programming language of choice for data

scientists.
∗ State of Data Science 2021: Popularity of Python

Source: https://businessoverbroadway.com
Source: https://www.alibabacloud.com/blog
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» Preparation
Toolbox we will use:

NB Jupyter notebook - create and share documents that
contain live code, equations, visualizations and
narrative text

Source: https://jupyter.org/
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» Preparation
Toolbox we will use:

Colab Register - Colaboratory (Google account)
∗ Online Python computing platform
∗ Python Jupyter notebook
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» Preparation
Toolbox we will use:
HackMD Register - Online Markdown documentation

Source: https://hackmd.io
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https://hackmd.io


» Preparation
Toolbox we will use:
Github Register - The open source community

Source: https://github.com/
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https://github.com/


» Preparation
Toolbox we will use:
Kaggle highly recommended - online community of data

scientists and machine learning practitioners

Source: https://kaggle.com/ [10/12]

https://kaggle.com/


» Preparation
Toolbox we will use:

Libs Python libraries for Data Science
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» Preparation

∗ Python package installation
∗ Basic packages: numpy + pandas + seaborn + scipy +
scikit-learn

∗ Install packages in Jupyter notebook / colab
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